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A large number of traditional settlements are being abandoned today mainly due to the social changes
as well as other factors – politicalI physicalI etcK qhe abandonment of traditional settlements which
affects their social and use values is not a recent phenomenon in CyprusK qhe essence of these
settlements depends not only on the fabric of buildings EarchitecturalI historicalI environmental
valuesFI but also on the ways in which they were used and the traditions and intangible associations
attached to themK fn this paper three case studies of abandoned villages on the island are presented
with a close investigation of the common as well as the different reasons for their abandomentK qhe
great challenge that governmentsI plannersI communitiesI architects and restorers have to face is the
way in which these settlements will regain their previous life and prosperityK
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N.N. deneral information
qhe traditional settlements have always constituted a very important part of the cultural heritage of every
countryK rnfortunatelyI several settlements with a long history and rich architecture have been gradually
abandonedK qhese examplesI which were always the most ?alive sites? and evolved in relation to the
historicI economicI socialI and cultural developmentsI can no longer follow recent progressK qhis paper
deals with the concerns related to the current attempts at the revivalI reuseI and rational management of
abandoned traditional settlements on the island of Cyprus by establishing specific goals and strategies
that can generally help the sustainable development of the architectural heritageK
qhe aestheticI socialI historicalI environmental and architectural value of these settlements is very
importantK bvery simple traditional village is uniqueK ft is a harmonious and successful combination of
natural and built environmentI offering highJquality architecture in close relation with the physical
environment and the site itselfK qraditional settlements are examples of unique urban setting and
architectural creationK qhe architecture of these settlements is a living and invaluable testimony to the
historic memory of each placeK qhe aesthetic value is inextricably linked to their authenticityK qheir
essence depends not only on the fabric of buildingsI structures and spacesI but also on the ways in
which they were used and appreciatedI and the traditions and intangible associations attached to them
Efcomos Charter on the built sernacular heritage –NVVVFK qheir social form and close connection to the
primary occupations xNz constitute a characteristic of utmost importanceK fn additionI the vernacular
settlements are by definition sustainableI incorporating many environmentallyJfriendly features xOI PzK
N.O.

qhreats and causes of abandonment of the traditional settlements. aiachronical
and current situation in Cyprus
qhroughout the ages many traditional settlementsI have undergone some serious threatsK qheir survival
has been endangered by economic Eunsatisfactory primary productionI geographical isolationFI social
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EurbanizationF culturalI political as well as natural forces Eearthquake disastersI land instabilityFK aue
to these factorsI they became extremely vulnerableI facing serious problems of obsolescence and
neglectK qhe lack of maintenance progressively led to the collapse of small or large parts thereofI and
the gradual disappearance of valuable dataK ln the other handI this abandonment led to the intact
preservation of some original formsI elementsI and structuresK qhereforeI the abandoned traditional
villages are the most authentic testimony to the previous urban fabric and a virgin ground for actionK
qhe abandonment of rural settlements in Cyprus is not a recent phenomenonK auring the NRth and NSth
centuriesI one in five settlements was abandoned mainly due to the colonialist policy of seniceI which
favored the growing of more profitable commodities like cottonI a product that could not easily be
grown on the islandK qhusI numerous villages were abandonedI especially the smaller onesK qhe
phenomenon increased during the lttoman rule of the island ENRTNJNUTUFI when OMM villages are
reported to have been abandonedI mainly due to the repeated attacks of plagueK lther reasons of
abandonment during this period were incompetent and corrupted administrations and heavy and
arbitrary taxesK cor exampleI the tax on wine caused the desertion of several mountain villages whose
economy was based on viticultureK qhe population of these villages moved to more fertile and irrigated
lands which offered opportunities for other cultivations and commercial exchanges x4zK A new and
significant factor initiated in NVSM and intensified in the years that followed was the switch from an
agricultural economy to an economy of tourismI industry and servicesK qhis resulted in an intense
urbanizationI which had a devastating impact on the countrysideK fn NVT4I hundreds of villages were
abandoned by their inhabitants as a result of the qurkish invasionI and the forced exchange of
populations between the south and north of the islandK pome of the abandoned villages were occupied
by new inhabitants that were forced to move to these areasK qhis abnormal situation continues in
present timesI resulting in the slow deterioration and abandonment of at least one hundred settlementsK
qhe industrial revolution and the urbanization of the island that were also observed in the rest of the
buropean countriesI led gradually to a change of attitude towards vernacular architectureK qhe
relationship between people and the traditional environment that was noted during previous periods was
discontinued since the new lifestyle created new requirementsK A romantic nostalgia of the past replaced
the traditional continuity between the past and the present which lasted in various forms from the origin
of civilization until the end of the NUth centuryK qhe major recent development of tourism combined with
the globalization of the contemporary periods resulted in a sharp turn towards the architecture of the past
and to the overestimating of its value since this is part of the identity and individuality of each countryK
fn CyprusI since NVPSI the most important parts of the cultural heritage can be declared ancient
monuments by the Antiquities iawK jore recentlyI according to article PU of the qown and Country
mlanning iaw Eenacted in NVTO and activated in NVVMFI any buildingI group of buildings or area with
special architecturalI social or historic interest and also any physical manifestation of heritage can be
included in conservation orders and be protected from any alteration to its original character and
aesthetic valueK aespite the fact that according to the aboveJmentioned legislationI entire areas can be
protectedI this law was mainly applied to individual buildings and not settlement areas as a wholeK
A small number of settlements were studied in detail by a government initiative and only individual
vernacular buildings of these settlements were declared listed buildings or ancient monumentsK qhe
specific legal system with regard to preservation seems to be rather slow in responding to the new and
compelling threatsK An additional reason for the delay in implementing preservation legislation was
probably related to the lack of public awareness of this issueK
fn this paperI the specific reasons that led to the neglect of some specific villages of Cyprus are
investigated in order to suggest measures and strategies that could be followed in order to ensure their
revival and rehabilitationI comparing them with other similar examples in other countriesK qhe
investigation includes an example of a very attractive settlement that was recently abandoned and for
which the dovernment took actions towards its preservation and revivalK qhis constitutes the only
settlement declared as an ancient monument as a whole thus ensuring its protectionK qhe investigation
also involves two examples of abandoned villages that may be included in the future plans of the ptateK
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O.N. cikardou. An authenticI picturesque rural settlement
An example of ptate intervention is the case of cikardouI one of the most picturesque rural settlements
in the island xRzI which over time has preserved its original architectural character EcigKNFK qhe village
was built on a slope along a riverK jost houses are built in a continuous building system and have
NOSR

a second storeyI with an inclined roof which covers part of the ground floorK jany houses have a
small yard surrounded by a high wall with a door opening to the road ExoéortiFK rsually the upper
floor hosted the main living roomsI while the ground floor served auxiliary uses Estorerooms and
stablesFK sine growing and wine production traditionally constituted the basis of the village economyI
along with cerealsI olives and almonds xSzK fn most homesI there is a small wine press facility on the
ground floorK ln the upper floor there is often a semiJopen space called an iliakos in front of the
roomsK qhe rest of the horizontal roof of the ground floor served domestic functionsI like sunJdrying of
grapes and pulsesK qhe houses are built with local irregular stones with a mudbrick superstructureK An
interesting feature of the village is the presence of stone members bearing an engraved cross and the
acronyms fC uC kf hAI laid above the entrance door of several housesK
qhe village remained unaffected by changes in lifestyle until the beginning of the OMth century but
unfortunatelyI during the last decadesI the population gradually decreased approaching complete
abandonment due to urbanization and the decline of agricultureK According to statisticsI cikardou had
S4 residents in NUUNI increasing to NOO in NVPN and remained at about NOM until NV4SK qhen the
population began to decline steadilyK fn NVUOI the population did not exceed NP residentsI most of
whom were elderlyK jore recentlyI the population was OJP peopleK jost houses were abandonedK fn
some cases only the walls remained intact after the collapse of the roofK qhus a question arises
concerning the possibility of a total or partial reconstruction of all the village dwellingsK
fn the NVTM’s ptate intervention was considered essentialK fn order to protect both the character and the
natural environment of this important settlement which faces the danger of total abandonment and
destructionI the aepartment of Antiquities declared almost the entire village an ancient monumentI
and the surrounding land a controlled area in NVTUK qhis legislative protection created the prerequisites
for the implementation of practical measures towards the conservation of the village housesK
According to article U of the Antiquities iawI an Ancient jonument cannot be demolished and no
conservation works or interventions of any kind can be carried out without the permission of the
airector of the aepartment of AntiquitiesK Conservation work must be supervised by this aepartmentK
A government contribution covering up to RMB of the total expenditure is grantedK fn OMMUJOMMV the
aepartment of Antiquities collaborated with the aepartment of qown mlanning and eousing in reJ
planning the surrounding zones for more efficient development of the regionK qhe implementation of
the new zones will restrain development in the surrounding area in order to protect the natural
environmentK
As a first step to the revitalization and preservation of cikardouI some of the most important and
representative buildings were expropriated and conserved by the ptate in the early NVUM’s Eancient
monuments of schedule AFK qhen the aepartment of Antiquities began a comprehensive maintenance
and rehabilitation of more than ten private houses of the settlement Eancient monuments of
schedule BFK qhe plans were prepared by the architects of the aepartment and the conservation works
were carried out by its staffK iater onI the conservation work in private homes was carried out by the
owners themselves but supervised by the aepartmentK qhe basic principle for the conservation of the
houses was initially to cope with the serious structural problems and at the same time to preserve the
original typologyI morphologyI and constructionI with some interior modifications which were
considered necessary to provide modern facilities according to the needs of the ownersK

cig. N-O cikardouK deneral view of the village before ENF and after conservation works EOF

Conservation work started by the end of the decade of NVTM and continues at an increasing pace in
recent years due to the continuous growing interest of the owners for the rehabilitation of their homesK
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tithin this frameworkI several buildings have been preservedI such as the communal wine press and
other housesK A house on a hillI to the south of the villageI which in the past occasionally functioned as
a coffee houseI has been converted into a restaurantK qwo of the most important dwellings in the
villageI the house of hatsinioros xTz and the house of Achilleas aimitri which were acquired by the
ptate were converted into local rural museums as living examples of a rural home of the previous
centuriesK arawings and photographs as well as furnitureI tools and fixtures related to rural life and
occupations of the residents are on exhibitionK qhe conservation of houses was not carried out with the
intention of converting the entire village into a museum by preserving architectural forms and
structures that belong to the pastK qhe ultimate goal was to create the prerequisites for the
enhancement and promotion of authentic specimens of vernacular architectureI leading to the
revitalization of this important traditional settlement of the islandK
qhis effort had excellent results from an architectural point of view since most of the vernacular
buildings were restored EcigKNJOFK qwo of the houses have been awarded a buropa kostra mrize for
their proper conservationK pome housesI although fully conservedI are rarely or not at all used by their
ownersI who live in the cities or abroad and come to cikardou only on rare occasionsK eere some
questions arise concerning what policies should be followed to safeguard the social revival of the
village as despite the efforts of the aepartment of AntiquitiesI the village was not socially regeneratedK
keverthelessI the village is now one of the most attractive tourist destinationsI mainly due to the fact
that it has been the venue for onJlocation filming of a very popular qs series related to village lifeK
qhis reminds us of the important role that advertisement can play for the promotion of a placeK ft also
demonstrates how sometimes innovative measures can have better results than rehabilitation plansK
O.O. marsata. A small seasonal settlement
qhe revival of marsataI another ruined village situated on a small plateau in the semiJmountainous area
of iarnaca districtI is included in the immediate plans of the ptateK qhis settlement is completely
abandonedK ft used to be the seasonal habitation site of the neighbouring village of lra and functioned
as a place of residence for people when they were busy with certain agricultural activities in the region
xNzK marsata was built entirely of local materialsI thus being integrated into the surrounding landK fts
abandonment led to the preservation of its particular character without any architectural intervention
or changesK ft used to be a smallI poor settlementI mentioned in jediaeval sources from NPST to NRSR
with the name of marsata x4zK By that periodI the village of lra appears in written sourcesK Could this
mean that there was a movement of the inhabitants from marsata who founded a new villageI lra? ff
this was the caseI the people of lra kept returning to the original village during harvest seasonI in
order to attend to their various agricultural activitiesK qhe decline of agriculture and the new life style
introduced in Cyprus with the socioJeconomic changes that occurred in the last decades brought about
the abandonment of the settlementK qhe village is now in a terrible conditionI with several dwellings in
various degrees of dilapidationK lnly one house is occupiedK peveral houses are used as sheepfoldsK
marsata consists of about thirty dwellingsK fts population was always very limitedK fn NUVNI there were
only two inhabitantsK qhe number increased to twenty in NVMN and decreased to eight in NVNNK fn NVTPI
there were only two inhabitantsI while in the census of NVTSI the village appears abandonedK
According to gKCK doodwin xNVTUzI in the past the settlement had a population of under fifty xUzK ft is
obvious that the population of the village varied over the yearsI according to the activities of the
residents of the parent village of lraK
All of the vernacular dwellings are singleJstoreyI with flat roofsK ft is not clear whether the buildings
had private yardsI as no surrounding walls have been observed EcigKPFK qhe layout of the settlement is
random and is a result of successive developmentK fnteresting architectural ensembles are the eight
threshing areas Ealonia – large open spaces laid with slabsF that are located within its boundariesI and
which played a significant role in the agricultural production of the area in the pastK Almost all of the
rooms are of the wideJfront type of macrynari Ea long rectangular roomF with an entrance on one of its
long sidesI which divided the functional space into two sectionsW one for the everyday activities and
sleeping and the other for the storage of goods xVzK fn most cases each macrynari constitutes an
individual houseK qhe roofs were usually constructed with the use of irregular roughlyJworked tree
trunksI smaller timber elementsI dry plants and clay mud EcigK 4FK
qhe abandonment of the settlement was gradual and its life disappeared when the economic and social
reasons for its necessity had ceasedK qhe owners themselves have not shown any interest in its
preservation and revivalK qhis villageI together with the neighbouring village of arapiaI constitute two
unique examples of purely agricultural settlementsK fn this contextI the aepartment of Antiquities has
NOST

implemented the expropriation of the settlement in its entiretyK qhusI the whole village is about to be
included in the list of ancient monuments of the cirst pchedule Eptate propertyI protected by the
Antiquities iawFK All expenditure regarding its conservation will be covered by the ptateK
jeanwhileI the aepartment has proceeded with the documentation of the existing situationK As a first
stepI detailed architectural drawings and an accurate topographical survey have been preparedK qhe
next step will be research on the socioJeconomic history of the settlement and the preparation of the
conservation projectK qhe aim is to preserve the settlement in its original form without the usual
interventions that are necessary in the case of privately owned residencesK kot only will the authentic
typology and morphology be maintained in the conservation worksI but also the construction materials
and traditional building techniquesK pome questions arise about the conservation of the more ruinous
dwellings and the way they are going to be preserved avoiding any modern interventionK

cig. P marsataK deneral view of the village

cig. 4 marsataK siew of traditional houses

qhe ptate is investigating methods of exploitation of the settlement Eopen air agricultural museumI
thematic parkI tourist destinationI etcKFK qhe aepartment of Antiquities intends to preserve this village
for reuse as a huge workshop for professionals in rehabilitationI a case study for research in traditional
architecture and as a living rural museum for the younger generationsK qhe dwellingsI once they are
fully conservedI will be used for presenting rural life and its various activities – such as harvestingI
threshingI bread and cheese makingK qhis museum approachI despite the fact that it will safeguard its
preservation with a didactic characterI will not serve towards the social regeneration of the settlementK
qhe lack of permanent local inhabitants of the settlement justifies this proposal since it had always
functioned as a seasonal place for the residences of the neighbouring villageK
O.P. mano myrgos. A picturesque isolated settlement
qhe traditional village of mano myrgos of qylliria is a small and isolated settlement in the kicosia
districtK qhe reduction in the population of mano myrgos coincides in time with a respective increase of
the population of hato myrgosI a neighbouring villageI when at the beginning of the OMth century the
residents of mano myrgos moved to hato myrgos due to economicI socialI and geomorphological
NOSU

reasons xNMzK According to statisticsI mano myrgos had PMM residents in NUUNI increasing to 4PO in
NVMNK After NVPN the population began to decline steadilyK fn NV4S it had PTS and in NVRS only NT4K fn
NVTPI NOS residents remained and the population continued to declineK fn NVUOI the population did not
exceed TO residentsI most of whom were elderlyK jore recentlyI the population has become less than
NM peopleK jost houses are now abandonedK
mano myrgos presently constitutes a special and peculiar part of the wider region of qylliria with
a unique characterK qhe location of mano myrgos in a mountainousI rugged landscapeI its isolation and
social development all contributed towards the creation of a unique settlement with an introverted
lifestyle regarding the outside world but openness towards itself EcigK RFK qhe difficult access to mano
myrgos due to its location and geomorphology of the territory led to a free arangement of the dwellings
without distinct boundaries and special separation of the settlement from the surrounding areaK qhis
led to the creation of houses merging with nature and the landscapeK ptreets are narrow and zigzagging
following the organization of streets in primitive traditional settlementsK qhe shaping of public areas
and the creation of communal buildings of architectural distinction with regard to the rest of the
buildings is generally limited because of the uniform social organization of the settlementK

cig. R mano myrgosK deneral view of the site

cig. S mano myrgosK siew of a traditional house

qhe primitive type of house with a flatJroofedI wideJfronted makrynari can be observedI constituting
the principal cell of the settlement and the society EcigK SFK qhe very few double-séace rooms with
their handJcarved decorations of wooden elements constitute the only distinction between dwellingsK
qhe dwellings are always organized with direct relation to the yardI since through this open space
communication between the individual spaces is achievedK qhe yards are not defined by distinct
boundaries and high wallsK qhe construction of the walls Elocal rubble stonesF is closely related to the
local materialsI leading to a full integration of the houses into the environment EcigK RFK qhe almost
NOSV

exclusive use of projecting wooden elements for the creation of large roof extensions gives the village
of mano myrgos a primitive character and enhances its harmonization with the surrounding
environmentK
qhe settlement is generally characterized by simple forms and shapes and the prevalence of the human
scaleK qhe traditional architecture of this settlement constitutes a cultural expression directly
associated with the location and the society it servesK qhe spatial shape of the settlement seems to be
directly related to its historic and social development since its architectural character Ebuilding
boundariesF and planning organization Edegree of isolationI densityI ways of movementI etcKF were
based on these parameters and elementsK qhe position of the settlement in a mountainous area only
few kilometers away from the seaside in combination with its excellent architectural character make
this traditional site unique and a perfect place for vacationsK fn the island there are only a very few
traditional settlements with such a location which helps towards its regeneration and revival for tourist
purposesK
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then dealing with an abandoned settlement the approach to be followed depends on the evaluation
and hierarchy of the different values of the site and constitutes a multidisciplinary procedureK qhe
social value and the need for the reuse of most of the vernacular settlements is usually considered of
utmost importance compared to the other values EhistoricalI aesthetical etcKFK qhe consideration and
investigation of the factors that led to the abandonment of a traditional settlement is also essential
before the final decision for action is takenK qhe investigation of the three case studies revealed that
one of the most common causes for the desertion of vernacular settlements is the cessation of
agriculture activities and the socioJeconomic change of life EmarsadaI cigardouFK AdditionallyI the
industrial revolution and the urbanization led the inhabitants of many rural houses of traditional
settlements to move into cities or larger neighbouring villages EeKgK myrgosFI abandoning their houses
or selling their properties to developersK qhere are many different thoughts and approaches towards the
revival and regeneration of abandoned settlementsK ppecial consideration is often given towards the
revival of the previous agricultural life as this helps towards the return of the former inhabitants or
their descendants to their villagesK qhus the previous continuity in use of vernacular buildings and
settlements from one generation to the next Ereferred to in the fcomos Charter of sernacular
architectureF is regainedK
Considering the three aboveJmentioned case studies as well as other abandoned and ruinous
settlements of the islandI the question arisesW fs it better to restore all the buildings of a ruined village
so as to make it functional again or is it preferable to preserve at least some of them in their existing
condition? qhere is not a simple answer to this question since each individual case is different from
the othersK then only small parts of the buildings are left and there is no indication of their original
form and at the same time there is no need for their rehabilitation and reuse by the ownersI the
decision for their preservation is directed towards conservation in a ruined conditionI thus revealing
their authentic and picturesque elements in order to promote them as symbols and as places for
visitorsK fn these cases extensive reconstructionsI which probably lead to the loss of the authenticity of
the settlementsI are avoidedK qhis approach can be related to the theories of keeping the old structures
“open” for interpretation xNNI NOzK qhe critical question in every conservation work is whether
a condition of wholeness is an absolute requirement xNPzK fndeedI most of the restoration debates of the
late nineteenth century in burope revolved around the decisions to complete individual monumentsI
sites and settlementsI thereby establishing their architectural and stylistic unityK ff most of the
dwellings are to be preserved in a ruinous condition then the settlement will not regain its previous
social character and life but on the other hand if the bestJpreserved structures are completely restored
and reused a balance between ruined and restored structures will be achievedK
then dealing with the future of an abandoned village there is often a dilemmaW should most of the
actions be oriented towards the “maintenance” or the “development” of the settlementK qhe division of
whole settlements into “dead” and “living” is not considered appropriate anymoreI because every siteI
in any conditionI is a “living” example of civilizationI capable of transmitting certain messagesK
?juseum” conservation and ?passive? maintenance of a whole traditional settlement is considered as
the best option only in extreme casesK juseum conservation can be followed only in some individual
builidngs EeKgK the two important historic houses in cigardouFK ft is preferable for the rest of the
buildings to be rehabilated following different approaches towards their functional reuseK According to
NOTM

crancesca di cilippiI to preserve vernacular built heritage means to deal with “living” environmentsI
not merely builtJup sitesK pustainability of cultural heritage is about managing the balance between
preservation and use xN4zK qhis is also the case of the regeneration of historic villages in mortugal
where only a couple of buildings were converted into museums while the rest of them incorporated
agricultural and other usesK jore specificallyI the rehabilitation project of several degraded mountain
villages in AlgarveI the southern region of mortugalI showed a significant increase of utilization both
by locals and visitorsK fn one of these villagesI the village of CachopoI an old farmer’s house and its
surrounding area has been transformed into a museum for vernacular arts and traditional occupationsK
Another example is the transformation of the old primary school in panta oita Ea village in the same
areaF into a local museum and investigation centre xNRzK pimilar projects for the revival of degraded
mountain villages have been employed in cranceI plovenia and ppainK tithin this frame falls also the
museum conservation suggested for marsadaK fn this case there will be an effort made so that the
settlement will become a living rural museum avoiding a passive maintenanceK
qhe ?dynamic maintenance? is rather more desirableI as it is based on the mobilization of people and
the motivation of human resourcesK According to the internationallyJaccepted policyI the actions
should aim at relating the settlements to new lifestylesI offering a new human environmentK qhis can
be achieved by the renovation of old buildingsI the organization of social space and the dynamic
integration of functions that enhance the revival of the settlementsK qhe best solution is their
preservation as a living heritage in the light of social and cultural content in the current economyK
According to the aeclaration of AmsterdamI the success of any integrated conservation depends on
considering the social factorsK
then dealing with abandoned settlementsI tourist development is another important factor that is
seriously consideredK Agrotourist projectsI where the inhabitants are staying permanently in their
settlement dealing with their agricultural activities and at the same time offering the extra space in
their houses or complexes to touristsI are now be encouraged in many counties EftalyI AustriaI ChinaFK
qhusI the settlements do not act as seasonal hotels that are closed during winter and open again during
summerK qhe interventions promote rural tourism in association with other activities such as
agricultureI considering the villages as multifunctional spaces xNRz and expanding both formal and
informal activities xNSzK
jany local councils all over burope are keen to see traditional settlements brought back to life with
new investementsK Albergo diffuso turns out to be a sustainable model for both development and
preservation xNTzK ft is an innovative concept of hospitalityI which was launched in ftaly in the early
UMs as a means of reviving smallI historic ftalian villages and town centresK ft is a particular type of
hotel conceived to provide to the guests a unique experience of living in a historical centre of a town
or a villageK ft provides all the services of a traditional hotel Ewelcoming assistanceI common spacesI
mealsF but the rooms are spread around the historical centreK fn this modelI visitors actually live
among villagersI not like a traditional visitor but more like a shortJtime residents who are part of the
communityK qhey also have the chance to participate in various activities organized by the local
authorities and other bodies and become familiar with the local cultureI historical backgroundI
gastronomy and handicraftsK Albergo aiffuso has won the first prize within the first rnited kations
aevelopment mrogramJ buropean BfCs ketwork contest which was held in Budapest in gune OMMUK
AlthoughI at present it is limited within the ftalian boundaries ENS italian regionsFI international
interest has been expressedK
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qhe involvement of local people in shaping and implementing new policies towards the revival of
abandoned or almost abandoned settlements is essentialK A continuous dialogue with the society that
has created this invaluable wealth can lead to proper action for the benefit of the architectural heritageK
qhe necessity of the support of public opinion and the participation of the population in every stage of
the work EdecisionJmaking etcKF is underlined by the aeclaration of AmsterdamK ft is no exaggeration
to mention that private initiative can overcome the often inadequate institutional supportK qhe Charter
of fcomos on the Built sernacular eeritage declares that the appreciation and successful protection of
the vernacular settlements depend on the involvement and support of the community’s continuous use
and maintenanceK dovernments and responsible authorities begin to recognize the right of all
communities to maintain their living traditionsI to protect these through all available legislationI
administrative and financial means and to hand them down to future generationsK
NOTN

According to the hyoto aeclaration on the protection of historic heritage EOMMRFI when conserving
abandoned vernacular settlements and generally cultural heritage at riskI a multidisciplinary approach
to damages and assessments should be carried outI recognizing all the different values of built
vernacular heritageI creating incentives for the conservation of vernacular housingI developing
building codes compatible with traditional building practicesI using authentic materials and skills for
repairingI retrofitting heritageJrich buildings and ensuring community participationK tithout the
personal interest of the former inhabitants and the exact mechanisms of actionI the derelict and
abandoned settlements may not easily be integrated back into the social life of a placeK qo achieve thisI
the coJexistence of development and conservation is essentialI as well as the search for a sustainable
balance and promotion of integrated programs enhancing the vernacular heritage and preserving its
authenticityK
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